SACOG Board of Directors

Item #13-2-15
Workshop

February 14, 2013
Flood Control Workshop
Issue: Flood control experts in the region ̶ Ric Reinhardt, MBK Engineers; Scott Shapiro, Downey Brand; and Tim
Washburn, SAFCA ̶ will present a workshop at the Board meeting on the region’s flood control history; and an overview of
recent issues and activities affecting the region.
Recommendation: None, this item is a workshop.
Background: After Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Sacramento was identified as the next most-vulnerable region for flooding in
the country. SACOG Board leadership, in partnership with the Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency and Solano County,
formed an ad hoc committee to build a regional plan for mitigating the risk of flood. Throughout 2006 and 2007, the Ad Hoc
Flood Management Committee assisted in the development of a white paper and a strategy for how the region, in partnership
with the state and federal governments, could address flooding risks (Attachments A and B). At this time, the state legislature
also proposed several pieces of legislation to change the state’s role in flood management. One of those bills, SB 5 (Chapter
364, Statutes of 2007), reorganized the State Reclamation Board as the Central Valley Flood Protection Board, and required
the Board to create a Central Valley Flood Protection Plan. SB 5 and the required plan were based largely on the principles
and strategy by the Ad Hoc Flood Management Committee.
Over the last two MTP cycles, SACOG has tracked levee and floodplain designation statuses (see Attachment C) to identify
any potential impacts of changes to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or FEMA regulations that may affect growth plans in
communities subject to flooding. The progress of levee improvements appears to be on track in parts of the region where
private and/or ratepayer funding has been available in addition to public funding. Other communities expect improvements to
start when private funding, linked mostly to development, becomes available. Rural communities do not have funding to
improve levees to a 200-year urban standard, which precludes them from new development. In February 2012, there was
discussion in Congress of authorizing the Natomas Levee Improvements Project as part of the federal transportation
authorization bill. The Natomas project is still seeking congressional authorization. Staff worked with flood control agencies
throughout the region to collect information on other pending needs and developed the attached summary (Attachment D).
At its March 2012 meeting, the Board also approved the following strategy for future SACOG involvement in flood issues:
(1) offer letters of support to all local agencies seeking federal funding or approval for flood control projects; (2) coordinate
with the Metro Chamber’s Cap-to-Cap Flood Protection Team; (3) increase the agency’s ongoing understanding of flood
control issues; (4) consider positions on specific flood control legislation brought forward by board members; and (5) bring
flood issues forward to a board committee for ongoing education and policy discussion.
In 2012, staff began discussions with flood control experts about SACOG’s potential role in flood control issues. These
conversations have helped staff better understand the issues and how they relate to the MTP/SCS and RUCS project. Flood
control experts see value in SACOG’s role as a regional convener and an organization with extensive data and modeling
capacity. While no specific role has been defined, flood experts have expressed interest in working with SACOG on the
development of Regional Flood Management Plans. These efforts, and a history and background of the flood control system
and current issues, will be topics addressed at the workshop.
Approved by:
Mike McKeever
Chief Executive Officer
MM:DS:ts
Attachments

Key Staff:

Kirk Trost, Chief Operating Officer/General Counsel, (916) 340-6210
David Shabazian, Supervising Senior Planner, (916) 340-6231
Erik Johnson, Government and Media Affairs Coordinator, (916) 340-6247

Attachment A

SAFCA
LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR FLOOD CONTROL AND
FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY
(Endorsed by SACOG - 4/20/06)
I. BACKGROUND
California is confronting the serious and complex challenge of reducing the
risk of flooding and its associated liabilities during a period of rapid growth
and development. This challenge is particularly pressing in the Sacramento
Valley, where the State of California (State) and many cities, counties and
local flood management agencies are confronting an unprecedented
confluence of legal, historical, regulatory and fiscal conditions, including:
•
•

•

•
•

The devastation of Hurricane Katrina along the Gulf Coast and in the
City of New Orleans, which has underscored the vulnerability of urban
developments in protected floodplains;
The recent appellate decision Paterno v. State of California, which has
greatly expanded California’s common law of inverse condemnation
and held the State liable for damages resulting from the failure of a
federal project levee in Yuba County;
The challenge of the State and local levee maintaining agencies to
address design deficiencies in the aging system of levees, weirs,
bypass channels, and reservoirs that comprises the federal
Sacramento River Flood Control Project (SRFCP);
Increasing urbanization behind portions of the federal levee system
that have not been systematically evaluated for their performance and
reliability; and
Ongoing regulatory and fiscal constraints on the ability of the State
and its local governmental partners to operate and maintain the
system.

In response to these circumstances, the Legislature is urgently considering
the steps that should be taken to reduce the risk of flooding and limit the
State’s liability for flood damages. Toward this end, this paper suggests that
it would be wise to focus on the Sacramento Valley where the flood risks are
most acute and the opportunities for risk reduction are most robust. The
paper outlines the elements of a flood risk management plan for the SRFCP
that recognizes the special demands imposed on the SRFCP by urban
development; emphasizes the need for both structural and non-structural
approaches to flood risk management; and identifies the elements of a
financing strategy for achieving and maintaining the goals and objectives of
the plan. The paper is intended to serve as a framework for shaping the
legislation that is likely to be enacted this year on flood management issues
in the Central Valley.
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II. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
A.

Identify the Elements of the State’s Flood Risk Management
Plan for the Sacramento Valley

The legislation should direct Department of Water Resources (DWR) to
explicitly identify the fundamental documents that explain the development
of the SRFCP.
These documents should be used to create a single
comprehensive description of the plan that identifies the State’s expectations
for the SRFCP.
These expectations should be framed in the following
manner:
•

•

•

•

At its inception, the main purpose of the SRFCP was to reduce the risk
of flooding on agricultural lands within the floodplains of the
Sacramento River and its tributaries. Toward this end, SRFCP levees
were designed to contain flows and water surface elevations roughly
based on an evaluation of 1907 and 1909 floods. (referred to as the
“1957 profile”) with a relatively low risk of failure. The design was
based on a minimum levee cross section and minimum freeboard
above the design flood water surface profile. Levees meeting this
minimum standard provide adequate protection to support
agricultural/rural land uses but retain a residual risk that is not
compatible with urban development.
Several SRFCP protected floodplains are experiencing substantial
urban development.
These floodplains should be specifically
designated as urban development areas and should be required to
meet an urban levee standard that exceeds both the minimum
requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program and the
minimum non-urban design criteria of the SRFCP.
The SRFCP’s non-urban areas contain numerous small communities
that are subject to substantial damage in the event of uncontrolled
flooding. One of the long-term objectives of the State’s flood control
and flood risk management plan should be to enclose these
communities within perimeter levees that at least meet the minimum
requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program so as to
preserve the economic viability of these communities.
The residual risk of flooding in the urban and non-urban areas
protected by SRFCP levees should be addressed by requiring the
responsible cities and counties to develop and maintain effective
emergency response programs and capabilities, and by requiring
property owners in these areas to maintain flood insurance obtained
through the National Flood Insurance Program.
This insurance
requirement should be considered a non-structural element of the
State’s plan.
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B.

Identify the Urban and Non-Urban Levees Comprising the
SRFCP

Based on the above expectations, and as part of the description of the State
plan, the legislation should direct DWR to identify the urban and non-urban
levees comprising the SRFCP. The urban levees should be those that are
protecting the portions of the Sacramento Valley that contain substantial
urban developments such as: Sacramento, including Natomas; West
Sacramento,
including
Southport;
Woodland;
Marysville,
including
Reclamation District 784; and the cities of Yuba City and Live Oak in Sutter
County. The SRFCP levees protecting the areas of the Sacramento Valley
that do not contain such developments should be identified as non-urban
levees.
C.

Establish a Minimum Design Standard for the SRFCP’s NonUrban Levees

The legislation should direct DWR to develop an appropriate minimum design
standard for the SRFCP’s non-urban levees. This standard should be similar
to the existing SRFCP design standards but with an additional underseepage
criterion that is less stringent than the urban area requirement.
D.

Develop a Capital Improvement and Maintenance Program to
Address Design Deficiencies in the SRFCP’s Non-Urban Levees,
Including Systemic Erosion and Sedimentation

Based on the minimum design standard, the legislation should direct DWR to
complete a comprehensive evaluation of the SRFCP’s non-urban levees,
identify any design deficiencies, including systemic erosion and
sedimentation and develop a capital improvement program to address these
deficiencies, including systemic erosion and sedimentation. The legislation
should anticipate that the actions needed to address systemic erosion and
sedimentation will be carried out through a reauthorization of the
Sacramento River Bank Protection Project and an expansion of the State’s
levee and channel maintenance program under Water Code Section 8361.
The objectives of these programs should be to (1) improve the reliability of
the non-urban levees consistent with the design of the SRFCP and (2)
enhance the fish and wildlife habitat value of the river and stream channels
confined by these levees.
E.

Ensure that Non-Urban Levees are Properly Maintained

The legislation should seek to improve the maintenance of the SRFCP’s nonurban levees by:
•

Expanding the State’s maintenance responsibilities to include the
levees of the Sutter Bypass and the Yolo Bypass.
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•
•
•

•

F.

Directing DWR to establish clear guidelines for non-urban levee
maintenance based on the adopted minimum design standard for the
SRFCP’s non-urban levees.
Requiring local districts to prepare regular reports (every two years) to
the Reclamation Board on the condition of their levees.
Directing DWR to work with the appropriate state and federal
regulatory agencies to establish a habitat enhancement program for
fish and wildlife habitat values, including mitigation banking, that will
facilitate the permitting process for levee improvement and
maintenance activities.
Revamping the State’s power to ensure compliance with the non-urban
levee maintenance guidelines by providing financial assistance to
cooperating local districts and streamlining the Reclamation Board's
enforcement procedures.
Identify the Small Communities Occupying the SRFCP’s NonUrban Areas and Establish Policies and Design Standards for
Protecting These Communities Over Time

The legislation should seek to limit the potential for inverse condemnation
liability by directing DWR to identify the small communities occupying the
SRFCP’s non-urban areas and to develop appropriate policies and design
standards for protecting these communities over time. The State’s long-term
goal should be to enclose these communities within perimeter levees that at
least meet the minimum design standards of the National Flood Insurance
Program and contribute to preserving the economic viability of the affected
communities.
G.

Establish Design Standards for the SRFCP’s Urban Levees and
Guidelines for Urban Development of SRFCP Protected
Floodplains

The legislation should seek to limit new sources of inverse condemnation
liability by imposing stricter requirements on urban development in
floodplains protected by the SRFCP based on designating these floodplains as
hazard zones for such development. Urbanization would be allowed in these
zones only if the responsible land use agency prepares a flood risk
management plan that addresses the following issues.
1.

Require the SRFCP’s Urban Levees to Safely Contain the Flows
and Water Surface Elevations Produced by an Urban Standard
Flood (USF)

The legislation should direct DWR to develop guidelines for urban standard
flood protection. These guidelines should establish a water surface profile for
the SRFCP “urban standard flood” derived from estimates, developed in
connection with the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Basins Comprehensive
Study, of the water surface elevations produced by a 200-year flood. Based
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on this urban standard flood profile, the guidelines should identify
appropriate levee freeboard, stability, underseepage, and erosion standards.
Local land use agencies desiring to proceed with urban development in an
SRFCP protected floodplain would be required to indicate, as part of their
adopted risk management plan, how this new State standard will be achieved
over time. Assuming the process for developing the engineering,
environmental, and financial elements of the plan and its expected
implementation timeline are reasonable and feasible, local agencies would be
permitted to proceed with development based on meeting applicable National
Flood Insurance Program requirements during the time period when the local
jurisdiction is working to achieve urban standard flood protection.
2.

Complete a Comprehensive Evaluation of the Levees Protecting
the Urbanizing Areas

The local risk management plan should provide reasonably current data that
are sufficient in scope to demonstrate how the levees protecting the
urbanizing floodplain will meet existing National Flood Insurance Program
requirements while the local entity is working to meet the State’s more
rigorous urban standard flood requirements. These data should be a product
of a comprehensive evaluation of the affected levees that addresses all
applicable levee freeboard, stability, underseepage and erosion standards,
including the geotechnical guidelines of the Corps, Sacramento District
Standard Operating Procedure: Geotechnical Levee Practice (August 2004).
This evaluation should also serve as the basis for identifying the steps
needed to achieve urban standard flood protection.
3.

Ensure that SRFCP Levees Protecting Urban Development are
Maintained in Accordance with Urban Standards

The legislation should direct DWR to clarify the guidelines applicable to
maintenance of SRFCP levees protecting urban development.
These
guidelines should address all aspects of urban levee maintenance, including
seepage evaluation and erosion control and should include provisions to
enhance fish and wildlife habitat values in the affected river and stream
channels.
4.

Ensure that Urban Development in SRFCP protected floodplains
does not Increase the Peak Flow of Stormwater Discharged from
the District When River Flows Equal or Exceed the Design of the
SRFCP

Since urban development has the potential to alter the infiltration capacity of
agricultural land and change the drainage patterns of the protected
floodplain, the local risk management plan should also indicate how the
urbanizing area will be designed to ensure that there is no net increase in the
peak flow of stormwater discharged from the floodplain when flows in the
SRCP system equal or exceed the design of the system.
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5.

Require Local Agencies to Develop a Flood Emergency Response
Plan, including Floodplain Evacuation

Most SRFCP protected floodplains are subject to deep flooding in the event of
a levee failure. In order to prevent unnecessary injuries and loss of life in
such an event, the local risk management plan should contain appropriate
provisions addressing the location and design of critical health and public
safety facilities, and plans for emergency response and floodplain evacuation.
H.

Update the Guidelines Governing the State’s Regulation of the
SRFCP’s Urban and Non-Urban Floodways

The legislation should direct DWR to work with the Reclamation Board to
update the guidelines governing the State’s regulation of the SRFCP’s urban
and non-urban floodways consistent with the State plan. The updated
guidelines should identify goals and policies for sound floodplain
management, flood conveyance, erosion control, levee stability and levee
maintenance, including guidelines for riparian habitat, public recreation, and
riverfront development as floodway encroachments. This effort should take
advantage of the accomplishments of the Sacramento River Planning Forum.
I.

Continue to Invest in the Capital Improvements Necessary to
Reduce the Risk of Flooding in the Urban Areas Protected by
the SRFCP

Since the flood of 1986, the State and federal governments have made
substantial investments in improvements to the SRFCP that will reduce the
risk of flooding in the urban areas protected by the SRFCP. This effort is
being carried out in partnership with local agencies supporting development
in these areas. The legislation should reaffirm the State’s commitment to
sponsor the SRFCP improvement projects that are needed to provide urban
standard flood protection to the urbanizing areas of the Sacramento Valley.
J.

Ensure that Occupants of Areas Protected by the SRFCP have
Adequate Notice of the Risk of Flooding in their Area

Consistent with applicable real estate disclosure requirements, the legislation
should declare that the risk of flooding to structures located in SRFCP
protected floodplains and their contents is a material fact to be disclosed in
all real estate transactions involving property in these areas, whether urban
or non-urban. In addition, the legislation should require cities and counties
to cooperate with local flood management districts in providing occupants of
SRFCP protected floodplains with regular notice (at least annually) regarding
the risk of flooding in their area as well as any progress which has been
made in reducing that risk.
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K.

Preserve Agricultural Open Space in the Areas Upstream and
Immediately Downstream of the Fremont Weir

The State plan should encourage the preservation of agricultural open space
in the areas upstream and immediately downstream of the Fremont Weir,
which are likely to absorb some of the impact of extreme flood events that
exceed the conveyance capacity of non-urban levees.
This could be
accomplished through the acquisition of flowage/conservation easements,
augmented by a complementary habitat enhancement program on the
affected lands that is consistent with adopted regional Habitat Conservation
Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans where applicable.
L.

Require all Property Owners in Areas Protected by SRFCP
Levees to Carry Flood Insurance

Flood insurance obtained through the federally backed NFIP is the most
reasonable mechanism for equitably distributing the relatively low risk but
potentially catastrophic consequences of flooding in the areas protected by
the SRFCP. Accordingly, the legislation should require all property owners in
SRFCP protected floodplains to maintain NFIP flood insurance policies
covering the estimated replacement value of all structures and contents with
a replacement value in excess of $50,000. This flood insurance requirement
should be viewed as a key non-structural element of the State’s plan and the
legislation should direct DWR to develop an appropriate plan for enforcing
this requirement. This could be accomplished by:
•
•
•

Including notice of this requirement in the annual notice of flood risk
issued by local districts to property owner in SRFCP protected
floodplains,
Directing insurance companies to notify these property owners
regarding the flood insurance requirement in connection with any
other insurance transaction affecting the property, and
Requiring banks and mortgage companies doing business in California
to ensure that any mortgage issued on property in a SRFCP floodplain
is backed by NFIP flood insurance.

The premiums paid for such policies would vary depending on risk of
damage, structure value, and degree of coverage. In order to reduce the
resulting cost burden on property owners in the non-urban areas, the
legislation should provide appropriate mechanisms to offset this cost.
M.

Update the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Maps
Covering the Floodplains Protected by the SRFCP

It is widely recognized that the NFIP flood insurance maps that currently
govern development and flood insurance requirements in the floodplains
protected by the SRCFP are outdated. The legislation should direct DWR to
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proceed expeditiously to update these maps based on the best available
hydrologic, hydraulic, geotechnical, and maintenance information.
N.

Clarify the Standards for Inter-Governmental Liability for Flood
Damage Claims in Areas Protected by the SRFCP and Provide
the Tools Necessary to Manage this Liability

Governmental liability for flood damages in areas protected by the SRFCP is
based on common law principles of inverse condemnation. Under these
principles, California courts have held government liable when a flood control
project, as designed, constructed, operated, and maintained, exposes a
landowner to an unreasonable risk of harm. Where the government is found
to be liable, the extent of the damages depends on the extent of the
development in the protected area. This approach has created two problems
that should be addressed by the legislation. First, in determining what
constitutes an “unreasonable risk of harm” courts have cited an increasingly
unwieldy list of criteria that tends to confuse rather than clarify governmental
and landowner responsibilities. Second, because the responsibilities for
SRFCP design, SRFCP maintenance and protected area land use are
distributed among different levels of government, it is difficult to develop an
effective risk management program. The legislation should address these
problems by clarifying the statutory grounds for holding government liable
for flood damage claims in areas protected by the SRFCP and providing the
affected governmental agencies with the tools necessary to manage this
liability.
The legislation should indicate that the considerations for determining
whether property owners may hold the government liable for flood damages
in a SRFCP floodplain are:
•
•
•

Whether the damages resulted from a reasonably foreseeable
structural or operational deficiency in the flood control project that the
government had a reasonable opportunity to correct;
Whether the government made a reasonable effort to ensure that the
affected property owners were made aware of the risks associated
with owning property in a protected floodplain; and
Whether the government provided reasonable mechanisms for
equitably distributing the financial risks borne by the property owners
due to the potential for flooding.

With respect to providing the tools necessary to manage this liability, as
discussed above, the legislation should:
•

Direct DWR to develop appropriate design standards for SRFCP
facilities that distinguish between the flood protection needs of urban
and rural areas and allow the affected governmental agencies to
identify structural and operational deficiencies;
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•

•

Outline a comprehensive flood risk management plan tied to these
design standards that promotes appropriate land-use planning in
SRFCP protected floodplains and augments the structural protections
provided to property owners in these floodplains with a mandatory
flood insurance requirement; and
Create a financing plan for the SRFCP that provides the capital needed
to achieve the adopted design standards for SRFCP facilities and the
ongoing funding needed to operate and maintain these facilities.

The legislation should not attempt to address the problem of governmental
liability for flood damages by altering the current scheme of intergovernmental indemnification that has grown up in connection with the
SRFCP. Under this scheme, by agreement with the Federal Government, the
State has accepted responsibility for operating and maintaining SRFCP levees
and related facilities and for holding the Federal Government harmless for
any damages associated with these facilities. The State has in turn entered
into a series of agreements with local levee maintenance and flood
management agencies pursuant to which these agencies have agreed to
carry out the State’s operation and maintenance responsibilities and to hold
the State harmless for any damages associated with these facilities.
Local agencies which control land use in SRFCP floodplains have no
contractual basis for holding the State harmless for flood damages because
they do not control the operation and maintenance of SRFCP facilities. It
would be inappropriate to abandon this historically fruitful separation of
functions. Rather, as discussed above, the relationship between land use
and the potential scope of flood damages should be managed by establishing
reasonable standards governing land use in SRFCP protected floodplains.
O.

Amend the State Constitution to Exempt Local Property
Assessments for SRFCP Levee Maintenance and Improvement
from the Voting Requirements of Proposition 218

The passage of Proposition 218, which amended the State Constitution by
popular initiative, has made it very difficult for local flood management
agencies in urban and non-urban areas protected by SRFCP levees to raise
the funds needed to improve and maintain these levees. The Legislature
should support efforts to include local assessments for SRFCP levee
maintenance and improvement activities on the list of fees and charges that
are exempt from any voting requirements under Proposition 218. This would
substantially increase the authority of local districts to address their levee
maintenance and improvement needs and reduce the risk of flood damages
and claims against the State and local government.
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III.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The actions called for in the proposed legislation would require a significant
increase in funding for technical studies; improvements to SRFCP facilities;
more extensive levee maintenance, inspection and oversight activities;
emergency preparedness; flood insurance and easement acquisition. The
legislation should provide appropriate mechanisms for meeting these needs
as discussed below.
A.

State Infrastructure Bonds

The Legislature is currently considering asking California voters to approve
the issuance of infrastructure bonds to finance flood control and other water
resource related activities. As set forth in AB 1839 and SB 1166, these
would be designated as the “2006 Bond” and “2010 Bond”. The 2006 bond
authorizes $540 million in spending for improvements and activities related
to the SRFCP and to the state plan of flood protection in the San Joaquin
Valley. The 2010 Bond authorizes an additional $600 million for these
purposes. In their present form, AB 1839 and SB 1166 call for these funds
to be expended for certain designated purposes with certain local-State costsharing arrangements. Although the language of these bills appears to
anticipate revision of the standards governing the State plan for flood
protection, portions of the bills need to be revised to strengthen the linkage
between the bills’ designated purposes and the achievement of these
standards. In particular, the bills should be crafted to serve the state’s
interest in facilitating urban standard protection for the urbanizing areas of
the SRFCP while ensuring that deficiencies in the system’s non-urban levees,
determined by reference to the adopted design standard for these levees, are
remedied over time.
B.

SRFCP Benefit Assessment District

At the outset of the 2005 legislative year, the Legislature considered a
proposal to create a new benefit assessment district covering all of the
property within the drainage area of the Central Valley. This proposal was
part of a larger package of flood control and flood risk reduction measures
contained in AB 1665 that failed to generate enough support to become law
despite last minute efforts to gut the main provisions of the bill including the
assessment district. AB 1665 is likely to be revised and resubmitted for
consideration in the current session. If the bill calls for a benefit assessment
district, the scope of the district should be limited to property owners in the
Sacramento Valley who benefit from the protection of the SRFCP. Such a
district could provide funding for the following purposes: (1) satisfying the
local cost-sharing requirements of the infrastructure Bonds, (2) improving
the SRFCP’s urban and non-urban levees consistent with the design
standards established by the State’s plan, (3) protecting the small
communities exposed to flooding in the SRFCP’s non-urban areas, (4)
initiating a flood insurance offset program in the rural areas protected by the
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SRFCP, (5) acquiring flowage/conservation easements to create overflow
areas that also preserve prime farmland and its associated habitat value in
rural areas upstream of the Fremont Weir, (6) providing support for funding
forecast-based reservoir operations, and (7) building a reserve fund for flood
emergencies. The district would be formed by the State.
Property owners would be assessed on an annual basis using assessment
principles already authorized by the California Water Code for flood control
activities.
Under these principles, property owners in protected urban
floodplains would provide the bulk of the assessment district’s revenue.
Property owners in protected non-urban floodplains would be assessed at
substantially lower rates. In addition, in order to increase the funds available
to the district for acquiring flowage/conservation easements and pursuing the
other purposes outlined above, development impact fees could be imposed
on all new development in the district that converts agricultural and habitat
land to urban use.
C.

Federal Participation

Over the next ten to fifteen years, the Federal Government is expected to
make significant contributions to funding the federal share of the cost of
modifying Folsom Dam and completing federally authorized levee
improvements around the Sacramento area so as to provide this area, which
contains more than 60 percent of the damageable property value in SRFCP
protected floodplains, with urban standard flood protection.
Additional
federal contributions will also be needed to cover the federal share of the
cost of authorized federal projects aimed at providing urban standard
protection to urbanizing areas in Yuba and Yolo Counties. Because of the
magnitude of these efforts, the demand for federal financial assistance is
likely to exceed historic federal funding capabilities.
Accordingly, the
legislation should expressly permit the State and its local partners to
negotiate cost-sharing agreements with the Army Corps of Engineers that
contain appropriate credit/reimbursement provisions and anticipate
substantial upfront expenditures by the non-federal interests to initiate
SRFCP facility improvements. The Federal Government would provide
additional funding for completing this work and would reimburse the State for
expenditures in excess of the mandated non-federal share. These
reimbursements could be used to create a reserve fund and augment the
funding available for levee design deficiency and channel maintenance work.
In addition, the legislation should call upon the Federal Government to
reauthorize the Sacramento River Bank Protection Program. The purpose of
this federal program would be to enhance fish and aquatic habitat values in
the SRFCP’s streams and channels so as to complement the State’s design
deficiency/channel maintenance program.
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D.

Support from State Water Project and Central Valley Project
Beneficiaries

The channel and bank improvements needed to maintain the stability of
SRFCP levees could be funded in part by the beneficiaries of the State Water
Project (SWP) and the Central Valley Project (CVP) based on the adverse
impacts of these projects on the integrity of these levees. These projects
have helped to create a new flow regime in the main stem rivers that
produces consistently lower spring and higher summer flows geared to the
demands of urban and agricultural water customers. This altered flow
regime in turn supports a growing use of the rivers for recreation, including
boating activities that contribute to the destabilization of SRFCP levees by
generating persistent wake driven waves that act as a chronic source of bank
and levee erosion. The effort needed to address this chronic erosion is thus
attributable in part to the SWP and CVP. The legislation should direct DWR
to develop recommendations as to how the beneficiaries of these projects
could contribute to this effort.
E.

Support from Boaters Using the Waterways of the Delta and the
SRFCP

The use of SRFCP waterways for boating and related recreation is a benefit
provided in part by the operation of the SWP and CVP and the Delta and
SRFCP levee systems. Because of the detrimental impact of boat wakes on
these systems, it is reasonable to expect boaters to contribute to the cost of
the channel and bank improvements needed to maintain these systems.
Accordingly, the legislation should direct DWR to consider developing a
program under which users of the waterways of the SRFCP contribute to the
maintenance costs associated with boating impacts.
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Attachment B

SACOG Board of Directors

Item #07-5-11
Action

May 10, 2007

SACOG Floodplain Development Strategy
Issue: Last year, the Board endorsed SAFCA’s white paper and adopted recommended revisions
to AB 1899 (Wolk), forming a floodplain development strategy and policy position. Current flood
bills and the Department of Water Resources’ flood control initiative highlight issues SACOG has
not yet addressed and should consider in an update of the floodplain development strategy.

Recommendation: The Flood Management Committee recommends that the SACOG Board
adopt the updated floodplain development strategy (Attachment A).

Committee Action/Discussion: The Flood Management Committee was created to form
regional consensus around a floodplain development strategy that was used last year to advocate
SACOG’s position on relevant state flood bills. The strategy was also part of Blueprint
implementation. SAFCA’s white paper formed the basis for SACOG’s strategy, but as AB 1899
(Wolk) evolved, it was clear that the strategy would have to be expanded to respond to the land use
restrictions the bill would have imposed.
Based on meetings with legislators and DWR staff late last year and early this year, it is apparent
that the state is broadening its focus on flood control and SACOG needs to update its strategy again
in order to respond to flood-related bills and DWR’s flood initiative. At its March meeting, the
Flood Management Committee directed staff to propose additional floodplain development strategy
components in preparation for taking positions on key bills. The committee revised the strategy
update at its April and May meetings. The floodplain development strategy is included as
Attachment A. Components adopted last year are in standard type and new components are
italicized. The strategy includes development requirements that must be met at various stages of
flood protection and levee improvement, as well as ongoing requirements given any level of
protection or development.
Approved by:

Mike McKeever
Executive Director
MM:DS:ts
Attachment
Key Staff:

David Shabazian, Senior Planner, (916) 340-6231
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Item #07-5-11
Attachment A

Floodplain Management Strategy
Draft – May 7, 2007
(Italics indicate new components in addition to those adopted last year by the SACOG Board)
1. Prior to levee evaluations and improvement plans:
•
Create a land use strategy for the region addressing development in the floodplain
based on the Blueprint and the floodplain management strategy components listed
below in items 1-4. Some have called this the “Dryprint.”
•

Inspect levees and report conditions regularly;

•

Notify property owners and occupants of flood risk via real estate transaction
disclosures and regular notices by local flood management districts cooperating with
affected local jurisdictions;

•

Require flood insurance through a plan enforced by the State of California;

•

Require a plan for emergency preparation, response, and recovery;

•

Ensure new development does not increase stormwater discharge above peak flow;

2. While making improvements to achieve 100-year level of protection, apply all of the
above and include:
•
Use FEMA’s development conditions while achieving certified 100-year level of
protection.
•

Use FEMA’s definition of infill;

•

Support a public policy goal of achieving an urban level of flood protection
(approximately 200 years) and require local land use agencies to indicate, as part of
their adopted risk management plan, how urban standard flood protection will be
achieved over time. Assuming the process for developing the engineering,
environmental, and financial elements of the plan and its expected implementation
timeline are reasonable and feasible, local agencies would be permitted to proceed
with development based on meeting applicable National Flood Insurance Program
requirements during the time period when the local jurisdiction is working to achieve
urban standard flood protection (SAFCA White Paper, March 2006);

•

Development in flood-prone areas will be allowed only where new development’s
flood mitigation is part of a local plan of flood protection. Examples of such
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mitigation include levee improvements, floodway land acquisition, channel
improvement, and reservoir operational improvements.
•

Apply a lower flood protection standard to small communities and rural areas;

•

Establish small community development conditions (see “Small Community
Conditions” below);

•

Identify undeveloped areas where urban areas can purchase flood easements. Where
possible, focus on lands that are, or will be, part of a Habitat Conservation Plan or
Natural Communities Conservation Plan;

•

Include flood management priorities established in Integrated Regional Water
Management Plans;

3. Once 100-year protection is achieved, apply all of the above and include:
•
Set a minimum 200-year level of protection design standards for urban levees; use a
lower standard for levees protecting small communities and rural areas.
•

Do not impose a strict timeline to achieve an urban level of flood protection, but
require that flood mitigation for new development is part of a local plan to achieve
urban standard flood protection.

4. Regarding State involvement in local flood protection efforts:
•
Focus on lands protected by State project levees, but include non-project levees where
necessary and appropriate to support efforts to improve the State project levee system
(i.e., a system-wide approach to improving flood protection in the Central Valley);
•

Focus Proposition 1E and 84 bond proceeds on areas with the highest level of risk as
calculated above and appropriate a portion of the proceeds to small communities
based on their percentage of total development in the floodplain;

•

Preclude Reclamation Board review of tentative map applications for individual
development projects;

•

Establish what, if any, local oversight of floodplain management plans should be
required and who would be responsible for that oversight.
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Small Community Conditions
Below are conditions included as part of the Yolo County Board of Supervisors approval of the Old Sugar
Mill Project in Clarksburg. The conditions have been amended somewhat for use by the Flood
Management Committee. These conditions would apply to small communities in the floodplain that are
less than 3,500 people including: Courtland, Hood, Isleton, Clarksburg, Yolo, Knights Landing,
Nicholas, and Robbins.
1.

Habitable areas must be elevated one-foot above the 100-year base flood elevation (BFE) or one
foot above the 100-year highest expected flood elevation, whichever is greater at the time a
residential building permit is issued.

2.

All property owners must have flood insurance until geotechnical evaluation of the levee is
conducted that either demonstrates that minimum 100-year flood protection exists, or until
improvements to the levees (or other measures) are completed that will achieve minimum 100-year
flood protection.

3.

All lots must contain a deed disclosure regarding flood risk and the status of the levees. Annual
notice of flood risk and the flood insurance requirement will also be provided.

4.

There must be a permanent 50-foot setback from the levee within which no development may occur.

5.

In order to preserve an area to implement levee improvements in the event of a levee failure, an
interim restriction on development within 300 feet of the levee is required. This may be reduced to
the permanent 50-foot setback following completion of the geotechnical evaluation of the levee along
the project site and implementation of feasible improvements.

6.

Preclude residential uses anywhere in the project until such time as the Flood Protection Plan is
completed and all feasible improvements implemented by the developer.

7.

Annual notice of flood risk to all property owners is required, including notice of the owner’s
requirement to carry flood insurance if or when 100-year certification is no longer available.

8.

Require permanent land use restrictions and design requirements applicable in the area within 500
feet of the toe of the levee. These include: 1) no permanent unlined excavations; 2) basements or
swimming pools must be engineered to withstand uplift forces of shallow groundwater; 3) no below
grade leach systems; 4) specifications for buried utility conduits and wiring; 5) no new water wells;
6) specifications for levee penetrations; and 7) requirements for landscape root barriers within 50
feet of the toe.

9.

Should the levee adjoining the project be decertified by FEMA or if the geotechnical evaluation
determines that improvements are needed in order to achieve or re-certify 100-year flood protection,
require that a Flood Protection Plan be prepared by the developer, including identification of
improvements necessary to achieve 200-year flood protection and a financing plan including an
estimate of costs and identification of local, state, and federal financial participation.

10. Require the developer to participate in any special district created to implement flood control
improvements.
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Yolo County staff also proposed the following concepts for inclusion in SACOG’s development strategy
for small communities in the floodplain. The ideas are focused on State support for small communities:
11. Allow limited development in small communities located in the floodplain to fund basic
infrastructure needs;
12. Provide state subsidies for flood insurance for small or disadvantaged communities;
13. Provide state subsidies for infrastructure needs for small communities to reduce the incentive to
approve development.
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Sacramento Region Floodplain Status Report
August 8, 2010

BACKGROUND
This report is an update to a floodplain status report from 2007 that was used for the land use
plan that underpins the current Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). At that time, many
jurisdictions expressed some uncertainty about their ability to develop in flood prone areas due
to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) remapping of the floodplains in the
SACOG region. Preliminary maps at that time were showing many basins along the rivers of the
region to have less than a 100‐year level of protection and therefore designated as zones where
development could occur only with certain conditions being met, which in some areas would
impose a de facto moratorium.
At the same time, Senate Bill 5 (Machado) was approved. It requires cities and counties to now
have a 200‐year level of flood protection for urban areas and a 100‐year level of protection in
rural areas. Flood protection plans and general plans must be consistent with the State Plan of
Flood Protection and flood protection improvement milestones must be met in order for
development to occur. Those milestones include: a flood protection improvement plan by 2015
after which adequate progress toward 200‐year level of protection by 2025 must be
demonstrated. A 200‐year level of protection must be in place by 2025.
As discussed below, many jurisdictions have been working hard to conduct needed levee
assessments and develop plans and funding for improvements to meet FEMA and state
requirements for development approval. In many cases, jurisdictions believe that their efforts
and improvement schedules will result in very little or no affect on growth forecasts and
development in the floodplain as envisioned by the MTP, notwithstanding the current
economic recession being experienced by developers and consumers. Some jurisdictions are
more challenged to meet federal and state requirements due to levee conditions, hydrology, or
funding shortfalls. Specific status reports, written with the help of local jurisdictions, are
provided below.

YUBA COUNTY
Plumas Lake, Linda, Olivehurst, Arboga
Levee Status
Levees around the South Yuba County basin (Reclamation District 784) are anticipated to be
accredited by FEMA based on their acceptance of a recently submitted certification package by
the Three Rivers Levee Improvement Authority (TRLIA). FEMA has confirmed that 29 miles of
levees meet certification criteria for 100‐year level of protection and will be sending a letter of
determination in August with maps reflecting the accreditation. There are four miles of levee
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that are still under construction; however, the project is expected to be completed this summer
and final maps are expected in February 2011. These levees also meet the 200‐year standard
establish by state legislation (SB 5).
One section of the levee system near the Goldfields area has been identified as potentially not
meeting the 200‐year standard. Hydraulic analysis is being conducted to determine if
additional work is needed in this area.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
Given that FEMA has accredited the levees as providing 100‐year level of protection and is
sending a new letter of determination, TRLIA is confident that RD 784 will be mapped out of the
floodplain early next year. Regarding consistency with the state’s 200‐year protection
requirement, TRLIA believes that even if improvements are needed for levees in the Goldfields
area, meeting state requirements for an improvement plan by 2015 will be achieved. All other
levees have a 200‐year level of protection.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Levee accreditation by FEMA means that communities within RD 784—Linda, Olivehurst,
Arboga and Plumas Lake—will not be “mapped” into a Special Flood Hazard Area when FEMA’s
new Flood Insurance Rate Maps take effect in February 2011. There is an exception in areas
affected by internal drainage issues. Growth anticipated for this area will be allowed to
continue with no building elevation requirements and property owners will not be required to
purchase flood insurance.

Marysville
Levee Status
The levees on the Yuba and Feather Rivers around Marysville are not certified as having 100‐
year protection, although no deficiencies have been identified at this time. The Department of
Water Resources is currently conducting a drilling program along the entire levee around
Marysville. Borings are spaced at 1,000‐foot intervals, and will provide data for an
underseepage analysis. This analysis should indicate what work, if any, will be needed to
achieve 100 or 200 year protection for the City. In addition, the Corps of Engineers is starting
construction on the Marysville Ring Levee project, which will repair the levee to carry the 1957
design level (approximately 200‐year flow).
Levees within the City’s sphere of influence south of Marysville are within the jurisdiction of
Reclamation District 784. These levees are being upgraded by RD 784 and Three Rivers Levee
Improvement Authority through a levee improvement plan that is intended to achieve 200‐year
protection. Within Marysville’s sphere of influence to the north, flood protection is provided by
Reclamation District 10. These levees are not certified, and the Reclamation District has not
started an evaluation program.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
The City of Marysville is not currently within the 100‐year floodplain. The current Flood
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Insurance Rate Maps for Marysville, as revised in the digital mapping program, show Marysville
under a Provisionally Accredited Levee (PAL) Agreement. The PAL expired in June, 2010, and it
is anticipated that the next FIRM cycle will show Marysville within the 100‐year floodplain,
unless the DWR Urban Levee Analysis, when completed, shows the levees are adequate for
100‐year protection.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Development within the existing city limits of Marysville will be strictly infill and intensification
of existing uses. It is not anticipated that the studies currently underway will affect efforts to
develop within the city, therefore it is likely that MTP 2035 allocations will be realized as
anticipated.

Wheatland
Levee Status
Levees on the Bear River currently are not certified as having 100‐year level of protection.
Levee improvements for a 200‐year level of protection were completed for the north levee of
the Bear River in early 2010. Reclamation District 817 is in the process of submitting a letter of
map revision (LOMR) to FEMA and the Corps of Engineers and expects levee certification in
February 2011. This certification will affect approved growth areas in the city’s southwest
quadrant and pending growth plans in southeast quadrant. Development interests have
funded the necessary levee improvements, but an assessment district is needed to provide for
long‐term maintenance of the Bear River levee. A ballot measure has been mailed to property
owners benefiting from the levee improvements for this assessment district and will be subject
to the two‐thirds approval requirements per Proposition 218.
Levees along Dry Creek to the north and downstream of Wheatland require evaluation and a
plan for improvements. Timing of this work is contingent on funding. There is one pending
development project and one approved project along Dry Creek requiring some level of
improvement to the levee before development can occur.
FEMA and AB 5 Status
Except for high ground on which much of the existing city was built, Wheatland is currently
mapped into the 100‐year floodplain. FEMA released preliminary maps in 2006, which assigned
an “A” designation across the sphere of influence on the north and west sides of the city. This
designation could essentially stop development in these areas if it were to become final since it
implies that the base flood elevation is unknown and hence, building elevation requirements
are unknown. However, given the levee improvements and pending LOMR and levee
certification, the south side of the city will most likely be mapped out of the floodplain by spring
2011 and will meet the 200‐year level of protection requirements per AB 5. Northern areas
affected by Dry Creek will continue to have an “A” designation.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Given the levee improvements and anticipated re‐designation of the southern floodplain,
growth phasing in the 2035 MTP in Wheatland will most likely occur as anticipated. The first
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greenfield development within the floodplain will like occur in the southwest part of the city
where two development projects totaling approximately 1,200 units have entitlements. In the
southeast, landowners are in the process of securing entitlements for as many as 15,000 units.
In the north, along Dry Creek, and to the west, greenfield development will occur more slowly
as levee evaluations and improvement plans have yet to begin given that funding remains an
issue for these projects. Therefore SACOG’s 2035 MTP growth allocated in the north part of the
city could start later than anticipated and may not be completed within the planning horizon.

SUTTER COUNTY
Levee Status
The levees in Sutter County are currently not certified as providing 100‐year level of protection
due mainly to the potential for underseepage problems. Levees along the west bank of the
Feather River have been studied extensively, as have the levees within the Natomas Sub‐Basin
(along the east bank of the Sacramento River and the south bank of the Natomas Cross Canal).
The Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency (SAFCA) continues to implement the levee
improvement plan for the Natomas Sub‐Basin that addresses the underseepage concerns and
anticipates bringing most of the Natomas Sub‐Basin to a 200‐year level of protection by 2015.
The Sutter‐Butte Flood Control Agency (SBFCA) is working on a “Sutter Basin General
Investigation Feasibility Study” in partnership with the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). SBFCA is also proposing an
“Early Implementation Project” for the west bank of the Feather River that would result in 100‐
year certification for most of the Yuba City Sub‐Basin. Butte and Sutter County property owners
are currently going through a Proposition 218 process to establish an assessment district to
raise the local cost share for the Early Implementation Project. Should the assessment district
be approved by the voters, SBFCA expects to complete the Feather River levee improvements
by 2015.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
In December 2008, new FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) went into effect for much of
the County. The new FIRMs show the Natomas Sub‐Basin, most of the Nicolaus Sub‐Basin, and
the southern half of the Yuba City Sub‐Basin as falling within Special Flood Hazard Areas (zone
“A”). As a participating member of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), Sutter County
is required to enforce minimum NFIP standards, such as mandating that the first floor of new or
substantially improved buildings be at or above base flood elevation. Property owners who
have a federally‐backed mortgage on properties within a Special Flood Hazard Area are also
required carry flood insurance for all structures on that property. In some areas where
potential flood depths could be very deep, future development may become infeasible as it is
impractical to raise buildings beyond a certain height.
FEMA anticipates release of preliminary FIRMs for all of Sutter County in early 2011. Sutter
County is working closely with FEMA and is providing considerable technical data and detailed
studies to assist in the map modernization effort. The County maintains that FEMA maps should
be based upon detailed studies that use current and accurate topographical data and
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accurately represent the floodplain. The County is opposed to approximate “A” zone
designations in areas where detailed studies have not been completed.
All urban levees in Sutter County will have a 200‐year level of protection to meet state
requirements. Given anticipated funding and project completion, levees protecting land
between Live Oak and Yuba City and within the Natomas basin will meet SB 5 standards by
2015.
2035 MTP Implementation
The levee improvement schedules for the Natomas Sub‐Basin and the Yuba City Sub‐Basin show
that 200‐year flood protection should be achieved by 2015. Given this schedule and funding
availability, it is likely that the growth allocated to these areas in the 2035 MTP will occur as
currently forecasted. Considering that the Sutter Pointe Specific Plan has been approved,
development in the Natomas Sub‐Basin is anticipated to proceed once a 200‐year level of
protection is achieved. An assessment district was recently approved by Sutter County
residents, which will provide the local funding needed to match state and federal funds for
levee improvements for the Live Oak‐Yuba City Sub‐basin. Any state or federal funding delays
could hinder levee improvements and development beyond 2015 in one or both basins.
In other areas of Sutter County that remain within a Special Flood Hazard Area, development
could still proceed provided that the amount of elevation required (i.e. elevating the first floor
at or above base flood elevation) will be feasible to achieve. However, flood depths in these
areas range from less than one foot to 21 feet.

YOLO COUNTY
Unincorporated County (Knights Landing, Clarksburg, and Yolo)
Levee Status
Decades ago, FEMA certified Yolo County’s Sacramento River Flood Control Project levees as
strong enough to withstand a 100‐year flood event. Several changes have been made by FEMA
over the past decade to redefine regional flood hazards. The southern Cache Creek levees were
disaccredited in April 2002, which placed significant portions of the City of Woodland within the
100‐year floodplain. Similarly, the levees protecting the towns of Knights Landing, Yolo, and
Clarksburg were decertified in June 18, 2010, and all three towns were remapped into the 100‐
year floodplain.
Absent specific engineered analysis, FEMA, the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), and DWR
assume that Yolo County’s levees in the unincorporated area do not meet new federal
standards for certification, including standards for freeboard, erosion, and geotechnical stability
(i.e., throughseepage and underseepage). The only way to determine whether these levees can
meet federal standards is to conduct expensive geotechnical or “problem identification”
studies. Yolo County and levee maintenance districts are struggling to attract state and federal
money to conduct these studies, as well as implement needed repairs, because the County’s
levees protect small communities and important agricultural land, not urban areas. Due to the
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high cost of levee reconstruction and the relatively low value of the farmland and rural towns
they protect, it is not possible to meet the 1:1 cost‐benefit ratio needed in order to qualify for
federal and state assistance. With the passage of Proposition 84, DWR has indicated they may
evaluate levees in small communities. The money, however, will not be available until at least
July of 2010.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
FEMA, in coordination with the DWR, is in the process of remapping Sacramento River Flood
Control Project levees to determine if they meet new federal standards. FEMA’s new FIRMS
disaccredited the levees, thereby expanding the boundaries of many existing flood areas. As
anticipated the previously identified low lying flood prone areas and unincorporated areas
protected by Sacramento River levees were remapped into the 100‐year floodplain. As a result,
FEMA now requires property owners in these areas that have federally‐backed mortgages to
carry flood insurance. Land owners will also be required to comply with new building
restrictions consistent with Yolo County’s floodplain ordinance. These restrictions include
raising new and substantially improved residential structures to at least one foot above the
base flood elevation.
Levee Flood Protection Zone Maps (LFPZM)
In August for 2009, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) released their LFPZM
maps for the Sacramento River Basin pursuant to AB156 and recently adopted California Water
Code §91221 and §9130. The maps essentially identify property owners that could be affected
by flood impacts in the event of a levee break. Although similar to the FEMA flood maps, the
newly established LFPZM maps provide estimated depth of flooding for both Knights Landing
(3‐19 feet), Clarksburg (5‐23 feet), and Elkhorn (3‐21 feet). The estimated depth of flooding for
the town of Yolo is unknown.
MTP 2035 Implementation
The only communities in the unincorporated area of Yolo County protected by Sacramento
River Flood Control Project levees are Knights Landing, Clarksburg, and Yolo. In addition, the
2030 General Plan includes a new Specific Plan area located at Elkhorn, where Interstate 5
crosses the Sacramento River. Projected new growth is expected to total approximately 1,500
new housing units in the three towns under the 2030 General Plan. An additional
undetermined number of residential units would be built on upper stories within the Elkhorn
Specific Plan. Since the county does not have funding for problem identification studies,
growth in these areas could be stymied for some time, so 2035 MTP allocations for the
unincorporated county may be affected.

Woodland
Levee Status
The Cache Creek levees were designed to provide the City of Woodland with 10‐year level of
protection, but generally don’t overtop until a 30‐year or greater event occurs. Currently there
are no improvement plans in place to upgrade the levees above a 10‐30 year level. Yolo Bypass
levees are understood to provide 100‐year or greater protection, but very little, if any of the
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City would be affected by a break in the Bypass levees. Nonetheless, all levees were decertified
by FEMA in 2009 including the Yolo Bypass levees. DWR has finished the investigation of the
urban protection levees on the Yolo Bypass and Cache Creek System. None of these levees
meet present criteria for construction and under seepage.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
Woodland’s 100‐year floodplain covers approximately 50 percent of the city. Flood depths
from a 100‐year event are generally 2 feet to 3 feet, but reach up to 12 feet in some areas. The
city is currently subject to FEMA’s “AE” designation and will be until levees meet the new 100‐
year level of protection criteria. DWR has investigated the Settling Basin levees as part of the
AB 142 funding and found that they can not be certified as part of FEMA’s issuance of digitized
Flood Insurance Rate Maps. There is a possibility that underseepage criteria were not in place
when the Settling Basin levees were originally designed and constructed. As a result of the
levee decertification of the Cache Creek Levees, the Settling Basin Levees, and the Yolo Bypass
levees, I‐5 is now in the 100‐year floodplain and modeling shows that the section of I‐5 east of
Woodland to the Yolo Bypass could be flooded for two months if a 100‐year Cache Creek flood
were to occur. Similar results would also occur if the Cache Creek Settling Basin levees were to
fail.
The city needs to model the 200‐year event to meet state SB 5 requirements. It is recognized
that both local and regional flood events could impact different parts of the city. At present,
the city is waiting for the hydrology that is being developed by Central Valley Flood Control
Association before beginning the modeling of the events. It is expected that some areas will be
subject to flooding from either or both the local event and the regional events. The city is also
waiting for the definition of “protection” under SB 5 because it will define the associated
expectations and costs.
A unique issue for the city is that all the levees that affect the city’s flood problem are outside
the jurisdiction of the city. The city can only work with the jurisdictional agencies towards a
solution. How this will affect the mandates required by SB 5 remain to be determined.
MTP 2035 Implementation
The residential growth areas are generally outside the floodplain, but essentially all the non‐
residential growth is in the floodplain. Half of the non‐residential growth is in the “deep”
floodplain (defined as over 4 feet of flooding) where development is prohibited by the General
Plan. The redevelopment area is partially in the floodplain, but relatively shallow flood depths
make it unlikely that redevelopment would be significantly impacted. Given that the evaluation
of the levees for the 200‐year event and an improvement plan are completed by 2015, the city
believes that the 2035 MTP allocations will likely not be affected by flood concerns.

West Sacramento
Levee Status
The city currently has FEMA 100‐year certification and an aggressive levee improvement
program. The city has completed levee evaluations using new levee design guidelines, and has
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identified deficiencies based on new federal standards. A levee improvement program
underway is designed to ultimately provide the city with 200‐year level of protection.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
FEMA is in the process of remapping the city of West Sacramento per FEMA’s map
modernization program. The city is working closely with FEMA to exchange information that
will help determine the most accurate flood zones for the city. Due to the complexities of the
city from a geographic and hydraulic standpoint, it is anticipated that multiple flood zones will
be issued throughout the city. The city leads a regional and national effort to revise FEMA’s
flood zone designations criteria to more accurately reflect current conditions. Proposed
regulatory changes to flood zone designations may help the city qualify for AR and/or A99
zones and further levee improvements.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Achievement of the 200‐year level of protection is expected to be accomplished by 2020.
Although the city maintains an aggressive levee improvement program and responsible land
use policies, the current federal regulatory conditions could delay growth allocations in the
2035 MTP. Given current FEMA policies, final maps with an AE designation over the city would
create a de facto building moratorium. Given that the evaluation of the levees for the 200‐year
event, assuming continued progress on proposed regulatory changes to federal flood zone
designations and an improvement plan is completed by 2020, the city believes that flood
concerns will likely have variable, but limited affect on the 2035 MTP allocations.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY
Natomas Basin – Joint Vision Area, Metro Air Park, Natomas Community Plan
Levee Status
The Natomas Basin levees are undergoing a major upgrade as identified in SAFCA’s Natomas
Levee Improvement Plan (NLIP) that once implemented would provide the basin with at least a
200‐year level of protection. As part of SAFCA’s 2007 Consolidated Capital Assessment District,
funds were included in the district to provide for SAFCA’s share of the improvements. In
addition, a development fee was initiated to provide additional funds to help implement the
project. Over half of the needed levee improvements to bring the basin up to a 200‐year level
will be completed by the end of 2011.
In addition to the current physical improvements to the levee, a Post‐Authorization Change
Report for the Natomas Basin is being produced by the Corps and is expected to be complete
by the end of 2010. Congress will need to authorize the report prior to federal money being
used to construct the remaining improvements to the levee system. It is expected that the
Corps will start construction of the remaining features in 2012 with construction activities
winding up in 2014/2015 timeframe. Once the project is completed, the basin will be afforded
200‐year level of protection.
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FEMA Status and SB 5
FEMA remapped the Natomas Basin from an X zone to an AE zone on December 8, 2008 after
the Corps determined that the Natomas levees, which had been certified in 1998, no longer
met 100‐year certification standards. As part of the remap process, FEMA determined that the
Natomas Basin did not qualify for less restrictive AR or A99 flood zones and mapped the area
into the more restrictive AE flood zone. Since then, new buildings or substantial improvements
to existing buildings must be elevated or floodproofed to the base flood elevation of 33 feet.
This has caused a de facto building moratorium in Natomas and homeowners within the basin
are now required to purchase flood insurance.
The City of Sacramento, Sacramento County, and Sutter County plan to apply to FEMA for a
remap of the area to an A99 flood zone in January 2012 upon adequate progress of the NLIP.
Assuming the NLIP stays on its current schedule, the Natomas Basin should be remapped to an
A99 flood zone by the summer of 2012. With Zone A99, flood insurance will still be required,
but no floodplain development restrictions will apply.
Legislation passed in 2007 (SB 5) directed the Department of Water Resources to develop a
Central Valley Flood Protection Plan (CVFPP) to develop a sustainable, integrated flood
management plan for areas protected by facilities of the state‐federal flood protection system
in the Central Valley for adoption by July 1, 2012. After adoption, the city and county will be
required to amend its general plan to include information in the CVFPP. Once this occurs, the
city and county will not be able to enter into development agreements unless the area has 200‐
year level protection or adequate progress on construction of a flood protection system has
been made.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Achievement of the 200‐year level of protection is expected to be accomplished by 2015. This
will eliminate any state or federal restrictions on development in the basin imposed by the very
restrictive AE flood zone designation. In the interim, if the city and counties are successful in
their application for an A99 designation, development could proceed in 2013 without
restrictions, except for the requirement of flood insurance. Given that improvements and re‐
designation of the floodplain occurs as anticipated, there may be little affect on the growth
projections in the 2035 MTP allocation

City of Sacramento – Delta Shores
Levee Status
The levees protecting the Delta Shores area have been certified within the last 5 years. In
addition, the Folsom Dam Joint Federal Project (JFP) is currently under construction with a
major contract award set to occur in September of 2010. The JFP will allow more efficient
operation of the dam allowing the operators to manage larger flood events so that the levees
downstream are not overwhelmed. Completion of the JFP is expected in 2015.
Currently, it is not known what improvements are needed to the levees in order for them to be
9
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able to pass the 200‐year event. The Corps has initiated a General Re‐Evaluation Report (GRR)
that will study the levees around Sacramento and identify the improvements needed, if any, to
bring the levees to a 200‐year level standard. The GRR is currently scheduled to be completed
in 2012 with the construction of improvements to follow based on federal authorization and
appropriations.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
Based on a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) dated February 21, 2007, most of Delta Shores area
is now designated as Zone X, thereby allowing for development in the area to proceed without
flood insurance requirements. Another LOMR is anticipated to be issued by FEMA in October
2010 for the area west of Morrison Creek, which will remove the east edge of Delta Shores
from the A99 floodplain except for a 124‐acre piece on the southeast end of Delta Shores,
which will be remapped to a restrictive Zone AE. Currently, a drainage system does not exist in
this area, but with the development of Delta Shores and placement of a drainage system, the
floodplain can be remapped to a Zone X.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Currently, most of the area can develop without FEMA conditions. The city and SAFCA
anticipate that the GRR will be completed in 2012 and that a plan to achieve the 200‐year level
of protection, if needed, will be in place that same year. This will meet the requirements of SB
5 and development will be allowed to proceed. Any delay in this process beyond the 2015
deadline could affect the ability to build in this area and possibly delay the timing of growth
anticipated by the 2035 MTP.

City of Sacramento (not including Natomas or Delta Shores)
Levee Status
The levees protecting the remainder of Sacramento are currently recognized as providing the
base level of protection (100‐year). In addition, the Folsom Dam Joint Federal Project (JFP) is
currently under construction with a major contract award set to occur in September of 2010.
The JFP will allow more efficient operation of the dam allowing the operators to manage larger
flood events so that the levees downstream are not overwhelmed. Completion of the JFP is
expected in 2015. The work at Folsom will lower stages in the American River which benefits
the north area streams levee system as well.
Currently, it is not known what improvements are needed to the levees in order for them to be
able to pass the 200‐year event. The Corps has initiated a GRR that will study the levees around
Sacramento and identify the improvements needed, if any, to bring the levees to a 200‐year
level standard. The GRR is currently scheduled to be completed in 2012 with the construction
of improvements to follow based on federal authorization and appropriations.
FEMA and SB 5 Status
The remainder of the City of Sacramento is designated Zone X meaning there are no building
restrictions except for some floodplains created by Magpie Creek/Dry Creek, designated Zone
AE, Arcade Creek, designated Zone AE and AH, and the creeks east of Morrison Creek
10
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(Unionhouse, Florin, and Elder), designated Zone A99. This Zone A99 in the Morrison Creek
area is part of the South Sacramento Streams Group Project but it is uncertain at this time
when the project will be completed in this area to allow the area to be remapped into a Zone X
designation. The city expects that the flood zones will not change in the city with the new
county‐wide DFIRMS anticipated to be effective by March 2011.
MTP 2035 Implementation
Growth in the remaining portions of the city will be infill development. As long as there is an
“X” designation in this portion of the city, infill will be allowed. The 2035 MTP allocation will
only be affected if the GRR determines that improvements to meet a 200‐year level of
protection are needed and the city and SAFCA do not have a plan for those improvements by
2015. This situation is unlikely.
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Federal Flood Policy Issues
March 7, 2012
This supplements the staff item on federal flood policy issues. The SACOG Board has had a federal
advocacy principle related to flood protection for the past several years. The Government Relations and
Public Affairs Committee is recommending an expansion of this principle (underlined) as part of the
Federal Advocacy Principles item:
Federal Advocacy Principle
Improve public safety and fund local flood protection efforts, while protecting local land use authority,
not penalizing communities based on floodplain designation through pursuit of streamlining and
integrated planning opportunities with federal agencies to expedite construction of federally identified
levee improvement projects.
This handout includes additional information collected by staff on active federal levee projects in the
Sacramento region and information about the current challenges in Congress.
1. Levee Project Status
In December, the Central Valley Flood Protection Board (CVFPB) issued the first Flood Control
System Status Report (Report). This report is one component of enhanced state flood control
measures required under state laws enacted in 2007. The report contains over 300 pages of
comprehensive information on the state of flood control in the Central Valley. Figure 1 maps the
conditions of levees in the Central Valley based on evaluations by the California Department of
Water Resources.
The report includes an appendix focusing on levee conditions. Using U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) Periodic Inspection Report Cards, the appendix details the conditions in the Sacramento
region, as well as the status of funding and construction.
Table 1 incorporates information from the CVFPB Report with more recent information from
USACE and local agencies. Figure 2 shows these projects along with some that have been completed
since CVFPB collected its data, as well as projects outside of the Sacramento region.
2. Background on Federal Funding Process
Authorization
Flood control projects must first receive an authorization for the total federal commitment from
Congress before any federal funds may be spent. This usually takes place through the Water
Resources Development Act (WRDA), a multi-year authorization bill similar to the federal
transportation authorization bill. In order to be authorized, USACE must complete several technical
studies that result in a Chief of Engineers’ report, which contains a recommended total project cost,
including the federal share.
The Natomas Levee Improvement Project is the only active flood control project in the Sacramento
region that has a Chief of Engineers’ report completed but has not been authorized by Congress.
USACE is working on technical documents for the West Sacramento Levee Improvement Program,
but they do not anticipate having them completed for an authorization request until 2014 or 2015.
The Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency (SAFCA) and the city of Sacramento are seeking an
authorization for the Natomas project outside of the WRDA process because of a rule in the House of
Representatives prohibiting earmarks that would cover this action. This is an issue across the country
for all areas seeking levee improvements or related funding. Several of the possible options for how
Congress may act are outlined in section 3.

Appropriations
Table 1 also shows which projects in the region have received funding in the current fiscal year
(FY2012), or which are included in the President’s budget proposal for USACE for FY2013.
Historically, Congress would also add specific projects as part of the annual appropriations process,
but since the earmark moratorium began in some form in 2007, the project funding requests have only
come from the President’s budget.
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
Congress recessed last year without taking action on a comprehensive reauthorization of the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). They did pass a continuing resolution that extends the existing
program through May 31, 2012. The House of Representatives passed a comprehensive
reauthorization of the program in July 2011 (H.R. 1309). The Senate Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs Committee also passed a bill, S. 1940, but the bill has not yet been considered by the full
Senate.
One item in the Senate bill that has generated particular controversy is a provision that would require
homeowners and businesses to purchase federal flood insurance despite being protected by certified
flood control infrastructure (Special Flood Hazard Areas or SFHA).
In the House, Congressman John Garamendi, who represents the southernmost portion of Sacramento
County and portions of several Bay Area counties, introduced legislation (H.R. 4020) intended to
exempt agricultural structures in specific flood zones from NFIP. Congressman Lungren is
cosponsoring this bill.
Agricultural Floodplain Management Alliance
A coalition of northern California counties (including SACOG members Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo
and Yuba) has formed the Agricultural Floodplain Management Alliance. They are planning to
release a white paper on issues similar to those that H.R. 4020 seeks to address. The Ferguson Group
is supporting this alliance, but SACOG and federal advocate Mike Miller are not involved.
3. Scenarios for Congressional Action
Congress is weighing several options for how to authorize and appropriate funds for flood control.
a. Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) authorization with project-specific authorization
levels; House makes exceptions to earmark moratorium (either broad or narrow)
The Senate is accepting local requests for WRDA project authorizations. The House seems
unlikely to make broad exceptions to its earmark rule, but potentially could make narrow
exceptions for high-risk areas that have USACE Chief of Engineers’ reports.
b. WRDA authorization with authorization authority given to USACE
This option is being discussed by some Senate staff, but it is unclear if either the House or the
Senate is comfortable turning over control of this process, or if they have the interest in passing
what would likely be a very large spending bill in an election year.
c. Project authorizations attached to non-WRDA bills
Congresswoman Matsui is proposing an amendment to H.R. 7, the House transportation
authorization bill, which would authorize the Natomas Levee Improvement Project. The House
will likely hold firm on its earmark rule on all bills.

d. House passes WRDA authorization
It is hard to imagine the House initiating a WRDA bill this year that conforms to its earmark
moratorium. The House T&I Committee has jurisdiction over WRDA and is currently caught up
in the transportation authorization bill.
4. SACOG Involvement
The board could consider a range of options, from no SACOG involvement to advocacy letters on
specific bills, with a possible middle ground of writing general support letters to individual
jurisdictions which could then be used by the jurisdictions for a variety of purposes.
In the past, SACOG has been involved in advocating for flood control and flood policy issues. In
2006 and 2007, the SACOG Board had an ad hoc committee on flood management that primarily
focused on state flood policy issues. In April 2006, the SACOG Board endorsed SAFCA’s Legislative
Framework for Flood Control and Flood Risk Management in the Sacramento Valley (attached).
SACOG staff, in partnership with SACOG consultant Stacey McKinley of The McKinley Group, has
worked over the past several years to follow federal policies that impact where development may
occur. In December 2009, the White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) released a draft
update to the Principles and Guidelines for Water and Land Related Resources Implementation
Studies. The document sets the framework for the management of all aquatic resources in the country.
CEQ has also been drafting modifications to Executive Order 11988, which regulates development in
floodplains.
The proposed Principles and Guidelines update would expand the scope of jurisdiction to include any
federal agency that regulates water. The proposed changes to Executive Order 11988 may restrict
floodplain development. SACOG staff and McKinley, under direction of the Board of Directors, will
maintain engagement with the hope of further informing future regulation of water resources, flood
management and land use. Attached is a letter SACOG staff sent to CEQ in 2010 explaining our
issues.

Figure 1: Composite Map of Physical Levee Conditions

Source: Flood Control System Status Report, Central Valley Flood Management Planning Program (December 2011)

Table 1: Flood Control Project Status Summary1
Project Name

Project Description

Federal
2
Authorization

FY2012
(Work
Pl )

FY2013
(request)

$25,037,000

$6,400,000

SAFCA Natomas
Levee Improvement
Program (Reclamation
District 1000)

Construction of cutoff walls and
levee strengthening and reshaping
features of the existing levee
system surrounding the Natomas
Basin.

Currently seeking
additional
authorization

WSAFCA West
Sacramento Levee
Improvement Project

Construction of levee
improvements to achieve a 200year level of protection.

Seeking additional
authorization (est.
2014-2015)

American River
Watershed, Common
Features Project

Raise and widen levees and close
gaps in slurry walls to prevent
flooding in the Sacramento area.
Raise the dikes around Folsom
Reservoir by 3.5 feet to increase
surcharge flood storage.

Seeking additional
authorization (est.
2015-2016)
Yes

$1,700,000

$5,100,000

Construction of cutoff walls and
levee strengthening and reshaping
features for the existing levee
system surrounding the Marysville
urban area.
Additional levee improvements to
address underseepage.

Yes

$1,960,000

$1,800,000

American River
Watershed, Folsom
Dam Joint Federal
Project
Yuba River Basin
Project, Marysville
Ring Levee Element

Yuba River Basin
Project

Seeking additional
authorization

Middle Creek Flood
Damage Reduction
and Ecosystem
Restoration Project
South Sacramento
County Streams Group
Project

Construction of flow-regulation
structures to restore vegetation and
wetlands.

Yes

Construct channel improvements,
floodwalls, levee raising, levees,
seepage cutoff walls, and bridge
retrofits.

Yes

West Sacramento
Project (Slip Repair)

Levee raising, levee offsets, and
slurry wall construction.

Yes

Cache Creek Settling
Basin Enlargement

Enlargement of settling basin
facilities.

Yes

Lower Cache Creek
Improvements

Conducting feasibility study for
levee improvements in Woodland

Yes

Sacramento River
Bank Protection
Project Phase II 2

Bank protection at identified sites of
the Sacramento River Flood
Control Project.

Yes

$1,100,000

$9,800,000

$3,000,000

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Central Valley Flood Management Planning Program
Notes:
SAFCA = Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency
TRLIA = Three Rivers Levee Improvement Authority
1

USACE = U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
WSAFCA = West Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency

This list may not be complete, due to the number of local agencies involved and the timeline for developing this information.
Projects must have a completed Chief of Engineers Report in order to use federal funds.
3
Because these sites are scattered throughout the Sacramento River watershed and GIS information was not available, the sites
are not included in Figure 2.
2

Figure 2: State (Early Implementation Program) and Federal-State (Central Valley Flood
Protection Board) Projects in Sacramento and San Joaquin River Watersheds

Source: Flood Control System Status Report, Central Valley Flood Management Planning Program (December 2011)

